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1. Copies of BAS resources (only the latest versions) can be obtained via the BAS. To obtain and 
use a BAS resource a BAS user license has to be purchased by the user. This is also the case for 
cost-free BAS resources (such as resource with CLARIN license class 'ACA' downloaded from the 
BAS CLARIN Repository); in this case the download of the BAS resource implies the purchase of a
(cost-free) BAS user license.
The Terms of Usage valid at the time of purchase are either printed in the invoice or displayed at the
bottom of the BAS CLARIN Repository's web page.

2. The BAS offers three different basic user licenses:
2a. Commercial License: this license applys for all users that are not members of an academic 
institution. Under this license the BAS resource can be used for all purposes (i.e. commercial or 
scientific) except unethical usage (e.g. when privacy of speakers is compromised etc.) and 
dissemination to third parties (even in a changed/derived form; derived forms that do not allow the 
reconstruction of the original speech/video signal are excepted). The fees for a commercial license 
are listed in the BAS catalogue marked with ‚commercial‘.
All BAS resources marked with CLARIN license class 'PUB' in the BAS CLARIN Repository can 
be used cost-free as a commercial BAS license.
2b. Academic License: this license does not allow any commercial usage, no un-ethical usage and 
no dissemination to third parties of the BAS resource. The licensee must be a public university or a 
non-profit scientific institution associated with a public university. The licensee must either 
authentificate herself via single-sign-on (Shibboleth) on the BAS CLARIN Repository's web page, 
or issue a signed statement (see template) that the BAS resource will exclusively used for 
educational or scientific purposes. 
In the BAS catalogue the license fee is marked as ‚academic‘ (some BAS resources do not differ in 
fees between commercial and academic license).
Some BAS resources are accessible for academics without license fee on the BAS CLARIN 
Repository's web page (marked with CLARIN class 'ACA') and therefore not listed in the BAS 
catalogue.
2c. Student License: if the BAS resource is not free accessible for academics but will be 
exclusively used for a single student project (e.g. a Bachelor/Master/PhD thesis), the BAS may 
grant a discount of up to 95%. A written and signed statement from the academic supervisor is 
required, and the BAS resource must not be used for any other purpose than the student project. 
After completion of the student project the BAS resource must be purged from all storage and the 
student license becomes void. License fees for student projects are not listed in the BAS catalog; 
please contact the BAS via email bas@bas.uni-muenchen.de.

3. Dissemination Fees are charged extra for certain BAS resources, if the licensee opts for delivery 
via DVD-R or USB HD. Dissemination fees are listed in the BAS catalog (if applicable) in addition 
to license fees. Disseminations via download are cost-free.

4. The BAS offers discounts, if more than two BAS resources are purchased in the same order:
- more than 2 resources: 30% discount starting with the third resource
- more than 5 resources: 50% discount starting with the 6th resource
- more than 10 resources: 70% discount starting with the 11th resource
The order of resources is with ascending fees, i.e. the licensee gets the biggest discounts for the 
most costly resources. Discounts cannot be claimed after purchase.
Furthermore, the BAS offers ELRA members certain discounts (as listed in the BAS catalogue).



Some examples:

+ a member of University of Madrid wants to use the speech corpus 'BAS PD1':
She can authentificate herself on the BAS CLARIN Repository web page and has therefore free 
access to the data without paying license or dissemination fees

+ a commercial enterprice wants to use the speech corpus 'BAS DIALOGPLUS' for training:
Since the resource is listed in the BAS CLARIN Repository as 'PUB', she can download and use it 
for free, but must not distribute it any further

+ a member of a Japanese university wishes to use a BAS resource that is marked in the BAS 
CLARIN Repository as 'ACA' but she cannot authentificate herself via single-sign-on because her 
university is not (yet) part of the Shibboleth Identity Provider Federation:
she registers with the CLARIN Identity Provider as an academic; after successful registration she 
can access the data via the BAS CLARIN Repository for free

+ an academic or non-academic user wishes to download and use a BAS resource that is is marked 
in the BAS CLARIN Repository as 'RES' (restricted):
she contacts bas@bas.uni-muenchen.de; the BAS contacts the owner of the resource; the owner 
grants access for this user; the user has academic credentials, or - if not - registers herself at the    
CLARIN Identity Provider; the BAS registers the email with which the user has registered herself at
the CLARIN Identity Provider and grants access for this user when she uses the single-sign-on on 
the BAS CLARIN Repository's web page.
(Note that as a non-academic user she can only access this particular BAS resource via single-sign-
on, not other resources marked as 'RES' or 'ACA'.)

+ a non-academic member of ELRA wishes to obtain 4 commercial licenses for BAS speech 
corpora that are marked with CLARIN license class 'ACA'; she downloads the BAS resources 
herself (so that disseminations fees do not apply). The licensee will first receive ELRA discounts (if
applicable) on each resource; then license fees are ranked by ascending price and discounted by 
another 30% starting with the third resource:

Resource Listed Fee ELRA Subtotal BAS Discount Total
BAS ALC  Eur 1.050 - 50% Eur 510 - Eur 510
BAS PD1 Eur 8.180 - 12.5% Eur 7.158 30% Eur 5.010
BAS SI100 Eur 1.278 - 50% Eur 639 30% Eur 447
BAS TAXI Eur 255 - 0% Eur 255 - Eur 255

She receives an invoice over the total license fees in which the BAS Terms of Usage are listed.

Contact bas@bas.uni-muenchen.de, if you have any questions or want a quote.


